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About This Game

The year is 1268, the English throne lies empty, and power-hungry lords are ready to wage war for newfound power. Your
people now look to you to lead them to glory and prosperity. Manage your lands, strike bargains, betray alliances and ultimately

destroy your rivals in this classic combination of turn-based and real-time strategy, and become the undisputed Lord of the
realm!

Medieval Strategy on a Sweeping Scale

You begin as the ruler of a small county, but lead wisely and keep your people secure and thriving, and soon you’ll broaden your
horizons.

Manage your farms, make trade negotiations, build castles, flatter and deceive your opponents and then march your armies into
the lands of your rival nobles. Unify the land under your rule, and prove you have what it takes to be King.

Key Features

Fight for the crown in England against up to five AI opponents.

Strengthen your kingdom across seasonal turns, mastering quandaries like crop rotation, taxation, trade, transport and
even thievery!

Fortify your lands and design castles with moats, towers, drawbridges, keeps and more.
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Conquer your rivals in challenging real-time battles that test your tactical acumen.

Multiplayer notice: LAN and online play are unavailable.
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I actually played the sequel before trying this game. I really wanted to like it, but it ended up being a game with great ideas and
poor execution. This seems like a simplified version of that, which is mostly good, but still not a much better experience. It is
just too difficult to be satisfying for me, but I can see the appeal for some.

5/10. Good for relax, but after I played just 15 minutes thats makes me bored so fast. Need more a few hours if you want to
unlock all achievements.. Only played the tutorial,seems good.
. Finally bought this game on Steam after a decade of having played it.

This game is always worth the money on the base content alone, but the mods are what really sets rFactor apart from other sims,
including rFactor 2. The variety and the quantity make this game tough to beat as a race sim, which is why it is still used as
standard by many simulator owners alongside Race 07.

The graphics are, of course, slightly dated now. This is made greater by the presence of rFactor 2. However, it still packs a
punch (and at my specs of 4GB VRAM and 16GB RAM I can run max everything at 1080p60).

So, in short, this game is certainly worth it even after a decade since original release. For me, it was my introduction to the
Racing Sim and I haven't stopped loving the genre since.. just straight horrible. pro physics are a joke. if you havent played mx
sim then all i can say is that is and always will be the king of mx games. its hard to play anything else. i got 1 hour into this game
and i felt like all that was done was a little bit on terrain deformation and everything from monster energy supercross was
brought to this one. do not buy unless you like really arcady games. me personally ill stick to mx sim. i sugest you do the same.
milestone could do so much more. dont really care about whips but they are downgraded from supercross in my opinion.
whoever thought they looked okay to release at milstone needs to be fired. so mush wrong with this game i cant even fathum it
to you. atleast someone is makeing mx games. maybe one day theyll get it right like reflex did. we need a game with these
graphics and mx sim physics with a little reflex too.. Hope this will help other gamers, have fun! ^.^

Bad Bots is the clasical story of machines gone rogue in space and killing people, you being the less experienced in combat,
mechanic have to defeat the rogue AI that controls the ship;

Cons:
- map is mazey so you can get lost at some points and you don't have any maps available except a small icon map that appear in
2-3 rooms;
- some areas can get really overwhelmed by mobs so expect some trial and error tactics being used;
- except in some places most of the game is quite easy and a bit boring;
- little variety in enemies;
- nothing special in the plot;
- short story;

Pros:
- variety in guns;
- short story;
- easy to 100%;
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- apart from certain rooms, game isn't very challenging;. I've had an absolute blast playing this game so far. Witty humor,
entertaining stories. Absolutely worth the 4 bucks and I'm not even half way through it
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Neat program. Simple and enjoyable. Glad to have it in my collection!. All that time playing skate1/2/3 pretending to
snowboard...
This game is like what I pictured in my head the whole time..just much, much better, and real!!!
So now I'm literally living the dream, playing this.. This game is great, this game is hard!
I've played it during a few events where I met the dev team and then some at home now that it's been released and I'm amazed
by the artistic improvement that have been made since I died 400 times on one particular track at a game festival!!

I love the musics, I love the artstyle and I love the general atmosphere of the game. After playing for about an hour it really gets
kinda mesmerizing and that's not something every game does for sure!

If you like hardcore challenge and are not afraid of having to die and retry to pass an obstacle only to re-die and rere-try at the
next one, be sure to get your hands on this game!

(plus the devs are really nice to chat and\/or have a drink with). there is no AI skrmis. Bought the DLC to support developer.
Just want you to know if any good DLCs show out, I'm going to buy it all!

Good Game for Later year. The original was amazing and the sequel is nothing short of incredible! This is a must have game for
anyone who enjoys TD and strategy games, I simply could not rate this highly enough. The ways you can customize your skills
and towers is terrific, offering a depth unmatched by many TD games. The levels are diverse and highly replayable. It is
impossible to say enough good things about this game.. The game is not bad, graphics in the style of horror and the game is
terrible.
It is good that there are achievements. Game is satisfactory, not in my style but who love Horror games, this is for him!
Good Luck.. This game is your typical RPG game. Everything is standard to these kinds of games and you go in getting what
you expect. However, this game felt like it was in slow motion, everything was so slow. Movement didn't seem exactly in sync
with the speed I like it at and during combat you always had to wait for a ♥♥♥♥ing bar which was bascially like your attack
speed. That bar made the game ♥♥♥♥♥♥, combat took forever, takes ages to slay a bunch of little rats, just flat out annoying.
The worse part was there was no setting to have "quick combat" so it didn't take forever to grind mobs. Other than that, the
game tries hard to deliver and tries to put elements of humor into it. Some of it worked, some of it didn't. On another note, the
game was quite linear in the sense that side characters pretty much didn't do♥♥♥♥♥♥ Overall this game is on the right track,
but not worthy of being on steam being sold like this already.

Rating 5.5/10. THE CREATOR OF THIS GAME SHOULD BE JESUS!
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